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Making a Difference 

Appendix 1| Evidence To Support Use Of Statements 
 

I live in: 

Ashford Gravesham    Swale 

Canterbury Maidstone Thanet 

Dartford      Sevenoaks Tonbridge and Malling 

Dover Shepway Tunbridge Wells 

 

The above grid was included to allow for analysis of team performance, availability of activities 

etc.  

 

No Question 
 

Evidence 

 My social worker  

1. I have always had a named social 
worker who I can contact easily 

Trials showed that this was sometimes difficult 
(40%) also changes of social worker caused problems 
– “always leaving or having a baby”. 
One girl had been left without a social worker for 
many months before her 18th birthday and she was 
nervous about what would happen regarding 
accommodation. 
Another boy had been in bed and breakfast 
accommodation for 12 months and didn’t have a 
social worker or, if one was allocated, didn’t know 
who it was.   

 KCC Pledge commitment 

2. I have a copy of my care plan and 
have a say in what goes into it. 

65% of young people commented negatively on this 
question although some said they did have a say but 
not a copy of the plan.  Some commented that they 
do not like attending meetings where they are the 
subject of the discussion.   

 Kent’s Children in Care Strategy 2011-14 

 KCC Pledge commitment 

 The Entitlements Inquiry, APPG for LACs and 
Care Leavers November 2013 

3. If things are going to be different to 
what I expected, my social worker 
always explains why.  
 

60% of young people thought this was not the case.   
Some young people commented that social workers 
say they will do one thing but then change their 
minds. 

 Children in Care Monitor 2011 

 Kent’s Children in Care Strategy 2011-14 

 KCC Pledge commitment 

4. I have always found that social 
workers are consistent when dealing 
with things that affect me 

Feedback from trials showed that 40% thought this 
was a difficulty.  One girl reported that there was no 
consistency between social workers as to whether 
she could see her siblings.  Also different social 
workers are making different decisions about how 
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much freedom young people can have eg going out 
in the evening. Some comments that social workers 
don’t listen. 

5. I trust my social worker. He/she 
listens and understands what matters 
to me.  He/she always explains what 
is going to happen when changes are 
made. 
 

Some children and young people reported that they 
had had lots of problems with social workers  (Trials 
40%) 
One girl said that the good social workers leave but 
the “crap” ones remain.  Several comments that 
social workers don’t listen. 

 Kent’s Children in Care Strategy 2011-14 

6. I can talk to my social worker about 
problems with the foster 
family/people I live with and know 
that these will be dealt with in a 
confidential way. 

Report that children and young people in care are 
unable to make comments regarding their 
placement because these are repeated to carers by 
social workers causing difficulty in their lives so they 
say they are happy when they aren’t. In trials 35% 
reported this as a problem. 

 Where I live  

7. I am living with a caring and 
supportive family 
 

Taking into account the responses to 6 above, as the 
survey is anonymous, it is hoped that young people 
will be able to reflect the real position. 

 About my school/college  

8. I am supported and encouraged at 
school/college and helped to learn 

Trials showed that this was a positive area but 
thought to be an important area to research. 

 Children in Care Monitor 2011 

9. I am treated the same as other 
children/young people by the staff 
and pupils 

Mostly positive but there were a few comments that 
young people in care were treated differently from 
other pupils. 

 Children in Care Monitor 2011 

 About other people that support me  

10. I know what an Independent 
Reviewing Officer does 

Trials showed that many young people didn’t know 
about this role.  Several comments were that they 
didn’t know who this was or that they didn’t know 
the name of the IRO.   

11. I am able to contact my IRO easily if I 
need to.  

Comment that there should be easier ways to 
contact IROs although comments in trials show that 
some don’t know about the role. 
Children in Care Monitor 2011 

 KCC Pledge Commitment 

12. I am able to have a confidential one to 
one meeting with my IRO before 
review meetings if I want to.   

Comments from children and young people that it 
would be helpful for this to happen and trials 
showed that this was happening in some cases. 

13. I know how to contact a LAC nurse 
and can talk to him/her if anything 
worries me. 

Young people want more say in the focus of the 
meeting and what is discussed.  Also sometimes 
confidentiality is a concern as foster parents and 
siblings may also be present.  Concern was also 
expressed that anything recorded would remain in 
their file for the rest of their lives. 

 KCC Pledge Commitment 
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14. I know that information is shared only 
when necessary by those that support 
me 

Young people reported that they want improved 
communication between professionals that support 
them but also want to know that their confidential 
information is only disclosed when there is a need. 

15. I know how to make a complaint and 
know it will be dealt with 
confidentially 

Mostly positive results but thought to be an 
important area to research 

 Children in Care Monitor 2011 

 KCC Pledge commitment 

16. I understand my rights and what I am 
entitled to because these have been 
explained to me. 

An important area identified by The Entitlements 
Inquiry, APPG for LACs and Care Leavers November 
2013 

17. I have an adult who cares about me, 
who I can talk to.  The adult I can go 
to is…………… 
 
Please tell us who this would be eg 
social worker, foster carer, parent, 
teacher etc 
 

Trials showed 18% didn’t have anyone,  Others 
reported that their foster carer was most likely, 
teachers next and social worker and parents had the 
lowest response.   
The response from children (aged 10 and under) was 
similar except that several said they would talk to 
their friends rather than other adults mentioned. 

 Children in Care Monitor 2011 

 KCC Pledge commitment 

18. Being in care would be better for me if 
……….. 

Trial responses were: 
Better social workers 
It’s good as it is 
Everything is all right x 2  
See family more 
See my Mum more x 4 
If my Mum cared for me 
If everything was the same 
If there was more things to do x 3 
If there was more sporty stuff near me 
People don’t treat me differently 
Social workers and carers understand you as an 
individual 
I get to choose what type of care and where it is. 
Nothing 

 

Evidence Supporting Additional Questions To Be Used With Group Interviews 

 

1. I understand why I am in care and the 
reasons for it. 

Young people interviewed said that they 
wanted to understand why they are in care. 
One young person commented that she 
didn’t understand until she read her file 
when she was 18.  Several others were told 
that they were going on holiday for 3 days 
(rather than being told they were taken into 
care).  Their expectation was that they were 
going home at the end of the three days. 
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 I have sufficient contact with my family and 
the people that matter to me 

Lack of consistency between social workers 
in some cases – one girl reported that is 
currently a “Russian roulette” situation as 
to whether or not she can see her siblings. 
Another girl commented that she had no 
contact with her little sister or brother “that 
means the most to me in this world.”  Other 
said that they couldn’t have contact with 
siblings because they had been adopted. 
The 16+ Forum said that young people 
should always have contact with their 
family which could be supervised if 
necessary.  If, for some reason, this isn’t 
possible, the situation should be explained 
to the child/young person so that they 
understand. 
KCC Pledge commitment 

 I was able to get to know the foster carers 
before the decision was made that I would be 
placed with them. 

Young people requested more information 
about the carers to be made available and 
asked for respite stays to get to know foster 
carers before being placed with them. They 
said that currently, the reality is always 
different to what they expected before 
moving in. 

 My views on the placement were listened to 
before the decision was made. 

Comment made that once a visit is arranged 
it is automatically assumed that the young 
person will be moving into that placement 
without any further discussion.  “They say 
you have a choice but when it comes down 
to it, you don’t.” 
KCC Pledge commitment 

 My views are taken into account when other 
young people are being considered for 
placement with my foster carers. 
 

Tensions reported when an additional 
young person in care was placed and 
promises about dealing with problems 
promised when decisions were being made 
were not kept. 

 

 


